Eccentric phenomena at liquid mercury electrode/solution interfaces: upward, downward, and circular motions.
The present paper describes a visualization of unidirectional and circular motions triggered by an electrochemical redox reaction at a charged, bent, and streamed liquid electrode/liquid solution interface. The novel circular motion that induces a conversion of electrochemical energy into mechanical energy could be visualized for the first time at a hanging mercury drop electrode (HMDE)/dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solution interface via the electrochromic reaction of 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (BTD) by using a CCD-color video camera. The observed motions are self-insisting in nature and are tunable into upward, downward, clockwise, and anticlockwise ones by an appropriate choice of the experimental conditions. This circular motion is visualized for the first time as the cause of the well-known cyclic voltammetric anodic current oscillation at the HMDE. Several small perturbations, for example, surface tension, surface motion, bulk motion, diffusional mass transport, and surface electrochemical potential are considered to be endlessly amplified by their coupling in a cyclic chain, resulting in such macroscopic motions at the electrode/solution interface. All of the phenomena can be explained on the basis of the modern theory proposed by Aogaki et al. for the polarographic streaming maxima of the first kind.